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Semiconductor nanowires are without doubt the most versatile 1-D nanostructures today, and 
probably the ones who are closest to commercial realisation of bottom-up nanodevices. Among 
those already passed the proof-of-concept stage are resonant tunnelling diodes[1] single electron 
transistors[2] and light-emitting diodes. Applications under development are primarily in light-
harvesting and thermoelectric materials, but also in areas quite far from the hard materials science, 
e.g. brain research, nerve growth guidance and DNA sorting devices. 

 The best controlled nanowires are usually grown epitaxially on a substrate, with a metal seed 
particle, which may be a eutectic melt or a solid particle with at least one of the constituents as alloy 
component. However, for some optronic applications, growth without a seed particle is beneficial. 
We will show how GaN nanowires with very high degree of perfection can be grown by 
“strangulation” with a silicon nitride mask with apertures much smaller than the intended wire 
diameter. The GaN wires are grown by MOVPE on a AlN substrate, and the wires are bounded by r-
plane surfaces, which are non-polar and can be used as a rare growth facet for highly efficient core-
shell-structured LEDs. The polarity of the wire growing out of the masks is determined by CBED[4] 
The wires are almost completely free of any defect and grow with a hexagonal wurtzite structure. 
TEM lamella manufactured by Crossection FIB shows that the few asymmetric wires that are formed 
are due to a single dislocation slipping through the masks and bending on the exit side of the mask.  

The growth of the wires proceeds through the small circular apertures, made on a wafer scale by 
EBL and RIE, and the wires are growing laterally when protruding on the other side. However, the 
diameter growth is self-limiting at a diameter of 160 nm whereas the length is arbitrary. 

To characterise the grown nanowire structures, virtually all new as well as classic (TE)M 
techniques is used on a daily basis; e.g. HREM, HAADF, XEDS, CBED, SEM, FIB and focal series 
restoration of ultra-HREM images[5]. We will show examples of all these technques applied to NWs  

We will also show results from a new revolutionary general growth process called Aerotaxy for 
growth of nanowires. The process gives growth rates that are 20-1000 times higher than current 
methods. It eliminates the need for expensive single crystal substrates to grow the wires on, and is 
a continuous method, which is ideal for industrial up-scaling. 
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Figure 1.  30º tilted SEM image of GaN NWs grown on a patterned template. Inset: higher mag  
 

 
Figure 2. a) HREM image of WZ structured GaN in the neck part of the wire. b) 5 s growth time, nucleation 
through the mask. C) 60 s growth time. d) Assymmetric growth induced by a single threading dislocation 
(arrowed) slipping through the mask. e) CBED pattern showing the Ga polarity.  f) GaAs nanowire grown by 
Aerotaxy. Seed particle: Au. 


